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 Types of Cheats Spawn Cheat: Spawns an item in the game through your console Player Level: Higher levels give the player
access to higher items Italic Items: These items are indicated by * (e.g. All Wrapped Up) Click and Drag Cheat: Scroll down

and hover the mouse over an item to spawn the item, then release the mouse button to place it in the game CTRL-Click Cheat:
Press CTRL while hovering the mouse over the item to spawn the item, then release CTRL to place it in the game VICTORIA –
LEARN ABOUT IT: *BEHOLD: THE BEAST FROM THE BEAST A temporary power that spawns weapons, monsters, and

items for a limited time. To be used in conjunction with the hidden “Victoria” skill which can summon a similar temporary
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power with similar effects. Usage: *Press CTRL to spawn the item, then release CTRL to drop the item in the world. *While
hovering the mouse over an item, press CTRL to spawn the item. *To spawn an item for a limited time, the “VICTORIA” skill
must be active, and it will use the entire stock of the “VICTORIA” skill. To ensure that it has the stock remaining, try to obtain

the “VICTORIA” skill once every 5-10 minutes. Notes: The “VICTORIA” skill shares the same cooldown time as other
temporary powers, which means it will stop spawning items once it is down to half or less of its maximum stock. S.A.P.E.R. –
STOP SEARCHING FOR THE UNIVERSE A temporary power that searches for random items in a given radius. The player
must try to keep their distance from the item. To be used in conjunction with the hidden “S.A.P.E.R.” skill which can spawn a
similar temporary power with similar effects. *Use the “S.A.P.E.R.” skill to spawn a temporary power in a nearby radius. Press

and hold CTRL while hovering the mouse to make the temporary power follow the mouse, then let go of CTRL to drop the
temporary power in the world. *The temporary power will have 82157476af
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